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Lian Li PC-011 Dynamic
Custom Modded
Replacement Front Panel
with optional fan mounting

As low as

$129.95
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Short Description
Did you get that sweet new Lian Li PC-011 Dynamic rig built? Yeah? All the air chased out of the loop so it's
whisper-quiet? Started playing your game at 4K res only to realize the system's now overheating because that
011 Dynamic has a sold glass front? Man, that sucks! If only you had more airﬂow in that area, right? --Well,
worry no more! PPCS comes to the rescue again. Time to customize that case and give it some additional
airﬂow where you need it (or want it). Glass is nice, but sometimes it's nice to have some airﬂow too, right?
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*Please Note: These are made out of cast acrylic. They do not have internal
ﬁltration. Due to made-to-order production, they are not available for instant
shipping and the Rush Fee does not apply to these.
Description
*Please Note: These are made out of cast acrylic. They do not have internal
filtration. Due to made-to-order production, they are not available for
instant shipping and the Rush Fee does not apply to these.
Did you get that sweet new Lian Li PC-011 Dynamic rig built? Yeah? All the air chased out of the loop so it's
whisper-quiet? Started playing your game at 4K res only to realize the system's now overheating because that
011 Dynamic has a sold glass front? Man, that sucks! If only you had more airﬂow in that area, right? --Well,
worry no more! PPCS comes to the rescue again. Time to customize that case and give it some additional
airﬂow where you need it (or want it). Glass is nice, but sometimes it's nice to have some airﬂow too, right?
Oﬀered in a variety of patterns to give your Dynamic the look you're going for. Slot pattern that matches the
OEM slotting on the top and side panel, and aligns with it vertically from the top; a 45-degree slanted pattern;
the classic hexagon pattern; and a mosaic block pattern to start with many more to be added. Oﬀered in Matte
black only for now. They are a custom-made in-house drop-in replacement solution that replicates the stock
glass front panel's installation method.
Now with the option to add Mounting points for 120mm Fans and the ability to ﬁt up to a 360 Radiator!

Additional Information
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Brand

Lian-Li

SKU

O11-FRONTPANEL

Weight

6.0000

Color

Black

Case Accessory Type

Front Panel
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Product Options
O11 Front Panels:

OEM
45 Degree
Hexagon
Mosaic
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